The relevance of tumor mutation profiling in interpretation of NGS data from cell-free DNA in non-small cell lung cancer patients.
Studies have indicated that detection of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) prior to treatment is a negative prognostic marker in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). ctDNA is currently identified by detection of tumor mutations. Commercial next-generation sequencing (NGS) assays for mutation analysis of ctDNA for routine practice usually include small gene panels and are not suitable for general mutation analysis. In this study, we investigated whether mutation analysis of cfDNA could be performed using a commercially available comprehensive NGS gene panel and bioinformatics workflow. Tumor DNA, plasma DNA and peripheral blood leukocyte DNA from 30 NSCLC patients were sequenced. In two patients (7%), tumor mutations in cfDNA were immediately called by the bioinformatic workflow. In 13 patients (43%), tumor mutations were not called, but were present in ctDNA and were identified based on the known tumor mutation profile. In the remaining 15 patients (50%), no concordant mutations were detected. In conclusion, we were able to identify tumor mutations in ctDNA from 57% of NSCLC patients using a comprehensive gene panel. We demonstrated that sequencing paired tumor DNA was helpful to interpret data and confirm ctDNA, and thus increased the ratio of patients with detectable ctDNA. This approach might be feasible for mutation analysis of ctDNA in routine diagnostic practice, especially in case of suboptimal plasma quality and quantity.